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Introduction
Let R be a region bounded by a closed Jordan curve C, and w=f(z) a
function which maps the unit circle 121 < 1 conformally on R. As we know,
/(z) is then continuous over the circle \z\ gl. In an earlier paper| we have
investigated the conditions under which /(z) is differentiable at a boundary
point Zi (wi=/(zi)), that is,

lim-=
Z-»Z,

/'(zi)
Z — Zi

exists for unrestricted approach in |z| gl, z^Zi, and in addition the conditions under which/'(z)
is continuous at each point of an arc of \z\ =1. In
the present paper we consider the corresponding questions for the higher derivatives and obtain results of similar nature, of which the following are the
principal ones. Let 0(s) be an angle from the direction of the positive axis of
reals to the tangent line, where 5 denotes arc length.' Let
km(s)

be called the curvature

= dn@(s)/dsn

of order n. If further
K(n-l)(s)

_

K(n-l)(s')

lim5 -

exists when s and s' (s?±s') approach
an 1,-curvature of order n at s\.%
I.IfC

(*)

s'

Si simultaneously,

we say that C has

has an L-curvature of order (n —l) at Wi: s = Si, and if

f I K("-2'(s+ t) + k<"-2)0>
- t) - 2K<"-2>0)
I—
Jo

I2

converges for s = sh and if further wi=f(zi), thenßn~1}(z) assumes continuous
boundary values in a neighborhood of z =Zi, and is differentiable at Z\. (Theorem

ivo_

t Presented to the Society, October 27, 1934; received by the editors November 8, 1934.

j Mathematische Zeitschrift, vol. 35 (1932), pp. 321-456. We refer to this as wr.
§ The idea of the L-curvature generalizes that of the L-tangent. The idea of the L-tangent was
introduced by e. Lindelöf, the name "L-tangent" by a. Ostrowski. Cf. p. 312.
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II. // C has continuous curvature of order (n —l) along an open arc c, and
(*) approaches zero uniformly with a on every closed subarc of c, then /(n)(z)
assumes continuous boundary values on the arc y which corresponds to c. (Theo-

rem III (b).)
An extension of II in the case c = C shows how the modulus of continuity^
of fin)(z) on Iz\ = 1 depends on the given function k("-1)(s) and on some other
simple properties of C (Theorem III (c)). Thus we obtain a result about the
equicontinuity of the nth derivatives of the mapping functions at the boundary, for a family of curves which satisfy certain common conditions.
As is well known, the mapping function/(z) varies continuously in \z\ gl
under a suitable continuous deformation of C. R. Courant,| T. Rad6§ and
the author|| have given conditions under which this is true. By means of the
above-mentioned
extension of II we prove an analogous result for the deriva-

tives (Theorem V).
Earlier results on the higher derivatives of the mapping
obtained by P.Painleve,1f O.D. Kellogg,tt and W. Seidel.In

function

were

all these cases

the hypotheses involve an entire arc of the complete curve, whereas in I above
we impose conditions merely at one point. The result of Painleve, which infers the existence and continuity of/(n)(z) at |z| =1 from the continuity of
K(»+u(5) on ct is a corollary of II. Kellogg's first paper yields the result that
if k("_1)(s) exists and satisfies a Holder condition, then/(n)(z) satisfies such a
condition with the same exponent at the boundary. This result does not imply any of our results, nor is it implied by any of them. However, it can also
be obtained by a modification of our method of proving Theorem III.§§ On
the other hand the results of his second paper are easily seen to entail a special case of II.|| [j Seidel proves that, if k(n_2)(s) is absolutely continuous on C
and I kCn-1)(s) I " (p>l) is L-integrable, then/(n_1)(z) assumes absolutely continuous boundary values on | z| = 1,/Cn)(z)has radial boundary values,/(n)(ei9),
almost everywhere on \z\ =1, and |/(n)(ei9) |p is Z-integrable. This result
neither contains any of our theorems nor is it contained in any of them.
t If <p(x)is defined and continuous on a closed interval / so that for every e>0 there is a 5(e) >0
suchthat \d>(x)—<p(x')\ ge if j a;—a;' | gä(e), for x, x' in I, then we call the function 5(e) a modulus
of continuity of d>(x) (in the interval /).

t Göttinger Nachrichten, 1914,pp. 101-109,and 1922,pp. 69-70.
§ Acta Societatis Litterarum

ac Scientiarum,

Szeged, vol. 1 (1923), pp. 180-186.

|| Göttinger Nachrichten, 1930, pp. 344-369 (Theorem III).

1 ComptesRendus, vol. 112 (1891),pp. 653-657.
tt These Transactions, vol. 13 (1912), pp. 109-132, and vol. 33 (1931), pp. 486-510.
tt Mathematische Annalen, vol. 104 (1931),pp. 182-243(Theorems 21, 22, 23).
§§ Cf. Göttinger Nachrichten, 1932, pp. 73-86.

IUISeep. 326.
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If, however, one is interested only in the existence at a given point, or only
in the existence and continuity on an arc, of the rath derivative at the
boundary, then the results of the present paper are the less restrictive.

I. Preliminary

theorems

1. The converse of a theorem of Lindelöf. If a Jordan arc c has a tangent
at a point P and if every cord P1P2 of c {P^P%) approaches the tangent at
P as Pi and P2 approach P simultaneously,
we say that c has an L-tangent
at P. This idea was introduced by Lindelöff in the statement of the following theorem, due to him: Let w =/(z) be regular in the circle | z \ < 1 and let
/(z) map a neighborhood {|z —1| <r, \z\ <l} of z = l conformally on a region bounded by a closed Jordan curve which has an L-tangent at the point
Wi=/(1). Then linw arc/'(z) exists for unrestricted approach in |z| <1.
We shall need the following converse of Lindelöf's theorem:

Theorem I. Let /(z) be regular in \z\ <1 and let any branch of arc/'(z)
be harmonic in the region Sflo{|z —1| Oo < 1, |z| <l}. Let lim„i arc/'(z) exist
for unrestricted approach in \z\ < 1. Then we have
(1) /(z) assumes continuous boundary values f(eie) on an arc 7 of \z\ =lf
with mid-point z = 1. Furthermore,

lhaf'(reie) = f'(ei9)§
r] 1

exists almost everywhere on 7 and

f(e'9)—/(I) = f f'(e«)ie»dt,
n 0

\f'(eil) I being integrable on 7 in the sense of Lebesgue.
(2) For some r>0, w=f(z) is Univalent in 'HI: {\z —l\<r,
the boundary of 5ft is mapped on a closed Jordan curve T.
(3) T has an L-tangent at the point W\=/(l).

|z| gl};

thus

The following lemma will be used in the proof.
Lemma 1. If /(z) is regular in a convex region D and if 9i(/'(z))

= w(z) >0 in

D, thenfiz) is Univalent in D.\\
f Compte Rendu du 4Aeme Congres des Mathematiciens Scandinaves d Stockholm (1916), pp. 89-91.
The term "i-tangent" was introduced by A. Ostrowski, Acta Mathematica, vol. 64 (1934), pp. 81-

185, see p. 93.
t We say that a function /(z), regular in | z | < 1, assumes continuous boundary values on an arc
1 of I z| = 1 if there is a function/(e<9) continuous on 7 such that Iims_ei0/(z) = /(«*'•) for unrestricted
approach.
§ The symbol a T a, which was introduced by A. Ostrowski, means that a approaches a mono-

tonically from below.

IISeeJ. Wolff,ComptesRendus,vol. 198(1934),pp. 1209-1210.
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For, we have first

/(h)-m) = f V(fwr,
the integral being taken along the straight
z2= zi+/e<a, f = z1+Xei«, OgXg/. Then

line from Zi to z2 in D. Set

I/(z2)- fizi)I = I f'f^-dX \ = \fl f(t)d\I ^ f «(£)<*X
> 0,
the last integral being zero if and only if Zi =z2.
Proof of the Theorem i. (1) We may assume, without loss of generality,
that linw arc/'(z)=0.
Let ri>0 be chosen so that |arc/'(z)|
g<7 in SSti:
{Iz —11 <ri, \z\ < 1,, where 17denotes any positive number <(log 2)/(4e).
We choose a subarc y of the part of \z\ =1 belonging to the boundary of 9?i
with mid-point z = 1, and join its end points by another Jordan arc 7' within
Hi in such a manner that 7 and 7' form a closed Jordan curve C with continuous curvature. Let z=0(f) map the circle |f| <1 on the interior of C
with f = 1 corresponding to z = 1. The function <p(f) has continuous boundary
values on |f | =1 and continuous non-vanishing first derivative in |f | J»l«t
Since |arc /'(0(f)) | £3, to every positive ^<(log 2)/(2erj) there corresponds a constant K, depending only on p and 17,such that

(1.1)

CT\f'{4>(pe"))\±HT g at|/'(0(O))|±P, if 0gp<l.t

•/ 0

t See, for example, W. Seidel, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 104 (1931), p. 217, Theorem 18,
and p. 226, Theorem 20, or WR, p. 433, Theorem 10, or the theorem of O. D. Kellogg quoted in the
introduction.
X We use the following theorem

(see Göttinger

Nachrichten,

1930, p. 356, Lemma 1): Let

F(z) = U(z)+iV(z), with Z7(0)= 0, be regular in |z| = \rea\ <1 and let | F(z)| Sr/, »>0. Then for
any p<(log

2)/(2en) there is a constant K(r), ^)£1

depending only on 77and p, such that

f"«p [plFire'^Wdd^ K(n,p),
if 0gr<l.

We apply this to F(f) = log/'(?i(f))-log

r"

r 1

|/'(«p(0))| and obtain

f\<p(peir))n

Jo ^W*u^l>
I/'(0(O))

{p>0)'

and since for any a: exp[9?(a)] g exp [ | a | ], we have
/'(«(peiT))

■>» I /'*o

J0 PL y 8 f'WO))
/'0(o
IJ
r2'
r 1 /'(0(peir))
/'(*(pe>r))n
~ Jo expif I'og|/'(^(o))| IJrfT~ K(~v'
^'which 8ives
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As (log 2)/(2erj) >2, we may take p = \ in (1.1). Since \<f>'(£)\ is bounded

in |f| gl: |<£'(f)| gAf, we infer from (1.1) that
/•

2x

/• 2t

If'(<t>(peiT))
I I 0'(pe<r)I dr g if I

o

I/'(0(peir)) |

g constant

J o

for every p in Ogp<l.

Therefore,

as is well known,f

lim /W))*'(iO

= g(r)

f->«>T

exists for almost every t, when f approaches
with vertex at f = eir. Furthermore,

/(*(«*))-/(*(!))

eiT in any angle lying in | f | < 1

= fTg(r)ie"dr,
J o

|g(i-)| being integrable on |f| =1. Since <£'(£) is continuous
not zero, part (1) of the conclusion then follows.
Remark. If, for any branch of log/'(z) in 9t0, we set

in |f| gl

and

/*«=f log f{u)du
J «0

where the integral is taken along the straight line zo z in 5Kofrom a fixed point
zo, then /*(z) also assumes absolutely continuous boundary values f*(eie) on

the arc y of | z | =1 and

/*(«*)-/*(!) = f *logf(e«)idt,
J o

where |log/'(ei()|
is also integrable.
For since, for any z in the interior of the curve C mentioned

above,

I logf(z) I g I logI/'(z) I I + I arc/'(*) | g | f(z) \ + r—T + constant,
/(*)
it follows from (1.1) for £ = 1 that the integral

logf(<p(pe"))
I I*V)

dr
*(pe'r)

isbounded for 0 g p < 1, from which the conclusion follows.
(2) Part (2) of the conclusion of our theorem is an immediate consequence
of Lemma 1 since we have in % |arc f'(z) | gr;<7r/2
and therefore

«(/*(«)) >0.
f See, for example, F. Riesz, Mathematische Zeitschrift, vol. 18 (1923), pp. 87-95.
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(3) The existence of the Z-tangent at wi =/(l) evidently follows from the
following fact. Let e>0 be an arbitrary number. Then, for any two points
Zi = eih, z2= eih, 6i<92, in a sufficiently small neighborhood of z = 1, we have,
for a suitable branch of the argument,
arc (/(z2) - /(zi))

(1.2)

- —

In order to prove this, we first note that we can choose 5 = 5(e) <e/2 such
that, for z belonging to T: {\ arc z| g 5(e), Og 1 — | z| g 5(e)}

I arc/'(z)| g

(1.3)

Let Zi= eiSl, z2= ei9*,6i<62, be two fixed points in T. According to Rolle's
theorem, to each r with 1 —5(e) <r<l,
there corresponds a point za = reiä',
Gi<0o<02, such that for a suitable branch of arc (J(rz2) —f(rzi))
arc (/(rz2) - /(rz,))

= arc/'(z0)

Since eih and eih lie in T, |ö0| g5(e)<e/2.

l-5(e)<r<l,

+ 80 + —■

Therefore,

since r satisfies

it follows from (1.3) that
arc (/(rz2) - f{rzi)) -

Since z2, Zi are fixed, we may let r approach 1. Hence (1.2) is valid.
2. On a property of certain functions. We prove the following theorem:
Theorem II. Let h{z) = u(z) +iv(z) be regular in the circle \z\ <1, A(0)=0,
and let ]imz-.iv(z) =v0 exist for unrestricted approach in |z| <1. Suppose that
limrf ih(r) = ho exists. Then the functions
eh(-u)du and G(z)

F{z)
«/ o

1 C Hu)

— I -"
i J o

du,

u

regular in \z\ <1, assume {absolutely) continuous boundary values on an arc
7 of \z\ =1 with mid-point z = l, and have the derivatives F'(i)=eh°,
G'(l)

= h0/i at z = l.f
t A function/(z)

which is regular in | z| < 1 and defined on [z| = 1 in a neighborhood of a point

z = zi of Iz I = 1 is said to be differentiable at zi if
lim

/to -/(*0

exists for unrestricted approach in [ s| ^ 1, S5"**i.
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First we see, by applying Theorem I to F(z), that F(z) maps the interior of
a certain region 9<c:{|z —11 <r, \z\ <l} on the interior of a closed Jordan
curve T which has an Z-tangent at Wi= F(1). Let z = 0(f) be a function which
maps the circle | f | < 1 on 5ftin such a manner that 0(1) = 1 and that the segment —1 g f g 1 corresponds to the segment 1 —r g z g 1. Then 0(f) is analytic

also in a neighborhood of f = 1, and 0'(1) 5*0. The function eA<*<r»0'(f)tends
to eAo0'(l) as f approaches 1 along the radius at f = 1. Therefore, F(0(f))
satisfies the hypothesis of a theorem of the writer, f according to which

r<TO(D)i
L #
exists and is equal to eAo0'(l).
Hence also, for unrestricted
(2.1)

Jr-i

approach in \ z\ gl, 2 5*1,

lim-=
»—i z — 1

eh°.

We shall now use (2.1) to prove the conclusion regarding G{z).
According to the Remark above, G(z) is continuous on an arc y of \z\ =1
with mid-point 2 = 1, and we have, for e'" on y,

G(e»)- G(\) = f h{eu)dt,
Jo

.where
h(eu) = u(eu) + iv(eu) = lim h(reu)
rtl

exists for almost every e" on y and | h(eu) \ is integrable along y. It is sufficient
to prove the conclusion, namely

u G(z) -G(l)
lun-=
«->i z — 1
only for the case that z approaches

1
i

— Ao,

1 along | z | =1 (z 5*1), that is, to prove

that
(2.2)

1 r"
lim — I [*(«») - h0]dt = 0.
»->o 0 Jo

t If a>=/(z) maps the circle | z| < 1 on the interior of a closed Jordan curve C in such a manner
that z=l corresponds to w\ on C, if C has an /-tangent in w\ and if limr,i/'(r)
exists, then/(z) is
differentiable at z= 1 and/'(l) = 1^1,11/'^). This is a special case of a theorem in WR, p. 376 (Theorem 3). Compare also the paper of the writer in Compositio Mathematica, vol. 1 (1935), p. 320.
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For, since (2.2) implies that $>(z)= (G(z) —C7(l))/(z —1) is bounded on y, and
since 4>(z)=0(l/| 1—z|) in a region
|z —1| £fi, |z| <l} it follows from
a well known theorem of Phragmen-Lindelöf
that $(z) is bounded in
Hence, according to a theorem of Lindelöf, it follows from (2.2) that
lim2^i$(z) =h0/i for unrestricted approach in |z| <1.
As v(eie), defined for almost every e'9 on y, is continuous at 0 = 0 we have

1 r"

lim — I
»—o 0 Jo
Therefore,

(2.2) is equivalent

[v(eu) - v0]dt = 0.

to

1 C* L
lim — I [u{eil) - u0\dt = 0.

(2.3)

9-K) 0 Jo

In order to prove (2.3), we first note that we may infer from (2.1), with

the help of the relation
11

f [eh({) - eh°]d£= - ieh' f [•*<*">-*.
- l]eildt
J eie

(| f | = 1),

J0

that
l r9

(2.4)

lim— I e[«(«,,)-«oH-<(»(«,')-».]c«^= 1.
»-K) 0 J o

Since, according to Theorem I, (1), |eA(e<,)|= «»<«">and hence g«(«")-»ois
i-integrable along y, we have, | d\ <ir,

I —i Ir"(I«(«*')-ii,]+.[.(t")-«,](jii
I 0 J 0

_ 1)^

if

g — I euC^O-«„| e« _ i j ^

0 J 0

2 I sin (0/2)1
0

Jo

which approaches 0 with 6. Therefore it follows from (2.4) that
(2.5)

1 re
lim— I «[««"»-«.l+ilvt«")-.,!^
«-•0 0 Jo

Because of the continuity

(2.6)

= i.

of i>(ei9)at 0 = 0 it follows from (2.5) that

1 r*
lim —
[c«(«*■')-«.
- l]<ft = fj.
9->0 0 J o

Now, since —A(z) satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem, if h(z) satisfies
them, (2.1) remains true when we replace T^z) by Fi(z) = J'ae~hWdu and eh*
by e~h'>.Therefore we obtain, by the method used to establish (2.6),
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[September

i]dt = 0.

With the aid of the inequality
a.2 g e" + e~a — 2 = ea — 1 + e~a — 1,

which holds for every real a, we obtain from (2.6) and (2.7):

l r"

l r"

9 J o

0 J o

— I [u(eu) - u0]2dt g — I [«(«<«"'-.» - l]<7*

1 r»

H-I

0 «7o

[«-(«(•")-«.)
_

Hence

l /*"

lim — I

[«(e") - u0]2dt = 0.

«-•0 0 Jo

From Schwarz's inequality

it then follows that

(t I

~ wo^) ~ t/0

^''^

~ mo^*

which proves (2.3). Therefore the theorem is true.

II. Existence

and continuity
mapping function

of the mth derivative
on the boundary

of the

3. Lemmas. Let V(s) be defined and continuous in the interval
A^s^B,
and, for an s in I and an s>0, let the integral
Ca

(3.1)

J o

I:

dt

\V(s + t) + V(s-t)-2V(s)\-

t

exist. We shall make a few remarks about this integral which we shall use

later.
(1) If V'(s) exists and is continuous

in I, and if

ra.
Jo0

i V'(s + t) - V'(s -t)\

. dt
dt

—
t

exists for an 5 in I, then also (3.1) exists and we have
dt
dt

Ca

Jo

i V(s + t) + V(s -t)-

(3.2)
^

ra
J 0

i V'(s + t)-

2V(s) i -

t

V'(s

dt

~

t

1935]
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and if 0<e<a,
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we have

IV(s+ t)+ V(s-0- 2V(s)
I—g J - J J *(<r)
Ider
= /* f -————
dcrdt,
J Jr.
*2
the double integral being taken over the quadrilateral
T, with
er= 0, / = e; o-= e, / = e; cr= a, 2 = a; <r= 0, / = a. Now we observe that

Jo

vertices

c

and letting e approach zero, we see that the result is true,
(la) If V'(s) satisfies a Holder condition at s = Si:

I V'(Sl + t) - V'(si)\ g H\t\\

0<^1,

then, because of (3.2),
(3.3)

C,

, dt

2»E

I V(Sl + t) + V(Sl - t) - 2V(Sl) \ — g-al>.
Jo
r
p

(2) 5mw a«d product. We shall sometimes use the notation

A((1)F(s)a F(5 + /) - F(5),

AfV(*) - V(s + t) + V(s - t) - 2V(s).

If Vi(s) and V2(s) are defined and continuous in I, we have
dt

(3.4)

ra,

(2) _j . . , dt

Jj A((2)
[FxW
+ Vs(s)]
I -t2 g= Jj
A?Fxf»IJo

f°|A(.2)F,(,)|

J o

provided both integrals on the right exist.
If, throughout I, | Fi(s) | = Mi, | F2(s) | = M2, if, for a certain value s = So

in ^ <s<5,

(3.1) exists for V(s) = V^s), V(s) = V,(s), and if

IA? V1(s0)
I g JTiI *f,
(Mi, M2, ÜTi,isT2being constants),

IA?'F2(s0)
I£

we have

I*I
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f'\ A?[V&ÜV&o)]
I 4t1 %
Jo

ra.
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t2)

, dt

f'\ A'2>F^o)
I 4VJo
f,

(2)

i dt

Jo

t2

For
A?' [F1(5o)F2(50)]

= 7x(50 + t)Vi(so + t) + V^so - t)V2{so - t)
-

2F1(5o)F2(50)

= Vi(u + t)[V2(so + 0 + Vi(s0 - t) - 2V2(so)]
+ Vi(s0 - /)[F!(j0 + t) + FxOo - t) - 2Vl(s0)]
-

2V1(sQ + t)V2(so -t)

+ 2V1(so)V2(so -t)-

+ 2Vi{so)V1(so + t)
2V1(s0)Vi(s0)

= Fi(50 + t)A? Vi(so) + Vi(s0 + OA? Fif>o)
- 2[F!(50 + t) - V^iViiso

-t)-

Vi(so)\.

By multiplying this by l/t2 and integrating over 0 • • • a, we obtain a
relation from which (3.5) follows at once.
(3) Change of variables. Let (3.1) converge at s = Si, A <Si<73, and let

(3.6)

I V(s')- V(s")I g KI s' - s" I

for s', s" in I. Let s=s(6), A gs(0) g.B, be defined in the interval /*, with
continuous positive first derivative. Thus there are two constants
yu2such

that for 6' and 0" in /*

(3.7)

s(6') - 5(0")

0<mg

0' - 0'

Suppose that Si = s(0i) and that for an a>0

I s(6i+ r) + 5(0!- r) - 2s(0,)I 4
o

exists. Then, if we denote V(s(d)) by F*(0),

J 0

t

also exists, and we have, for a = s(0i+a)

(3.8) f 1A?V(60\

—s(6i),

f'\ A?Vis.)
I "4+ K f ) A^) | £
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For if, for sufficiently small \t\ , we set s{d\+r) = 5i-H, s(0i —t) = s.—t',
we have

ArV(0i) = a12)v(si)+ v(s. - O - f(s\ - t).
It follows from (3.6) that
I v(s! - t') - v(sl - t) \ ^ K\t - t'\ = K \ 5(0! + t) + 5(0i - r) - 2s(0i) \.
If we denote by 0(s) the inverse function of s(d), we obtain

(2)
0

i dr

I A; 5(0i)| —
i
t

from which (3.8) follows with the help of (3.7).
We shall also have to use the following simple lemmas.

Lemma 2. Let f if) be continuous for A g/g.B, 0<\^B—A

gA, and let 5(e)

be a modulus of continuity of f(t). Suppose \fA.f{t)dt\ gm, w = 0. Then there is
a number MS:1, which depends only on m, X, A and the function 5(e), but not

otherwise on fit), such that in A ^t^B:

|/(/) | g Af.

We may omit the simple proof of this lemma. We shall need the following
corollary.

Lemma 3. Let fit) have in A^t^B,
nth derivative and let 5(e) be a modulus
\flß',)(t)dt\ gm, w^O, v = \, 2, • • • , n.
only on X, A, m, and the function 5(e),

with 0<Xg5—^4gA,
a continuous
of continuity of fln)(t). Suppose that
Then there exists a K^l, depending
such that, in A^t^B,
|/w(0| =K>

v = 1,2, • • • ,n.
First, according to Lemma 2, there is an Afn2i 1, depending only on X, A,

m and 5(e), such that |/<n)(0| =M„ in A g*g.B. Hence

I/<-»(/i) - f-^ik)

\^Mn\h-h\.

Therefore, we may apply Lemma 2 to/Cn-1)(£) with the modulus of continuity
5*(e) =e/Af„. Thus we obtain an Af„_i, which also depends only on X, A, m,

and 5(e), such that |/("_1)(0| ^Afn_i in ^4g2g73. By applying the same
method

to/<"-2>(0

and f(n-1}{t), /Cn_s>(<)and/(n-2,(/),

and so on, the proof is

easily completed.
4. Radial

prove

boundary

values of the derivatives

of analytic

functions.

We
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Lemma 4. Let F(z) = u(z)+iv(z) be regular in \z\ <1 and let v(z) be continuous in I z\ g 1. Set v(eie) = V(d).
(a) If, for a certain value of 0, V'(6) and the integral

(4.1)

f"\ V(6+ T) + V(9- t) - 2V(ß)I .

Jo

sin2 (r/2)

,

0<a<t,

&m/, /Aewa/so limrt \F'(rei6) exists and
ieie lim F'(reiS)
rtl

(4.2)

. 1 f'{^(# + t) +
4xJ0

r) - 2V{9)).

sin2 (r/2)

+ ,T'(fl).f

(b) If V'(d) exists and is continuous on the arc y: 9yg 9 g 92(0 < 92—0i g 2t)
o/ I z| =1 a«J i/ (4.1) exists for every 9 on y and approaches zero uniformly with
a on y, then F'(z) assumes continuous boundary values on the open arc y.
(c) Suppose that the hypotheses of (b) are satisfied for y = {0 g 9 g 27r} and
that V'(0) = V'(2-ir). Suppose 5(£) is a modulus of continuity of V'(9), and tj(£)
is a modulus of convergence%of (4.1). Then also F'(z) assumes continuous boundary values F'(eie) on | z\ = 1 and the modulus of continuity of F'(eie), A(e), depends only on e, and the functions 6(£) and -n(£). Furthermore, there is an upper
bound for \ F'(eie) \, also depending only on the functions ö(£) and r)(£).
By using Poisson's formula
f Part (a) of this lemma has already been used by the author in WR, pp. 407 and 424. A theorem
of similar nature was obtained by A. Plessner, Zur Theorie der konjugierten trigonometrischen Reihen,
Dissertation, Giessen, 1923, p. 2. The corresponding generalization of condition (4.1) for functions
harmonic within a sphere has been used by O. D. Kellogg, in the second paper mentioned in footnote

ft on p. 311.
t We call a function tj(£)>0 defined for £>0 a modulus of convergence of the integral (4.1) if
for every £>0, over all of | z| = 1, the integral (4.1) is g £, provided that 0<agjj(£).
Since sin (r/2)gr/2
and, for Ogr^Tr, sin (t/2)^t/t,
we have

* fJo Ia"V(e)
|tt1 a /"
Ia?V(*)|
± 4Joncm\
Jo
sin2 (t/2)

%
■
7"

Hence, if r)(£) is a modulus of convergence for

then t)(£) is also one for

r

|£V(»)!-a
sin2 (r/2)

0

if ml*

Tz

Conversely, if ?;({) is a modulus of convergence for the second integral, r/(J/ir2) is one for the first one.
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v(re») = — I V(4>)K(r,<f>
- d)d<f>
= — I
/

1 -

which holds for Ogr<l,
v(rei<>)= — f

2x«/_T

V(<t>)K{r,
<p- 6)d<f>

r2

1 -

( Ä-(r, o) =-=-),
\
1 + r2 - 2r cos a

323

r2

\

(1 - r)2 + 4r sin2 (a/2)/

we obtain by setting <£—0=t

7(0 + r)K(r, r)dr = — f

2ir J o

{7(0 + r) + 7(0 - r))K(r, r)dr

1 /*»
= — I {7(0 + T) + 7(0 - t) - 27(0) }A-(r, r)^T + 7(0).
2t J o0
Hence

= — fT{7(0 + r) + 7(0- r) - 27(0)}

6V

T«0

(1 - r)2 -

2(1 + r2) sin2 (r/2)

[(1 - r)2 + 4r sin2 (r/2)]2

dr.

The expression
(1 - r)2 - 2(1 + r2) sin2 (r/2)
sin2 (r/2)
[(1 - r)2 + 4r sin2 (r/2)]2

is uniformly bounded for £ g r < 1 and every real r. Furthermore, it tends to
—I uniformly in the interval 5 gr g7r for any fixed positive 5 as r approaches
1. Since the integral (4.1) approaches zero with a, we therefore see that
dv(rea)

r -

=->-I

3«(rei9)

dr

dd

1 r * {7(0 + r) + 7(0 - t) - 27(0)}
-

4ttJ0

dr

sin2 (r/2)

as r approaches 1, and also that this convergence is uniform in any interval
0i g 0 g 02in which (4.1) tends uniformly to zero with a. Furthermore, according to a theorem of Fatou,
dv(reli)

lim —Ml

3d

= F'(0)

for every 0 for which

dV(6)
V>{6)= ——
dd
exists, and the convergence is uniform in 0ig0g02, if 7'(0) is continuous
there. This establishes parts (a) and (b) of the theorem.
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It follows immediately from (b) that, under the hypothesis of part (c),
F'(z) assumes continuous boundary values on \z\ = 1. To prove the remaining
conclusion in (c), it is evidently sufficient to prove the result for the function
ieieF'(eie) instead of F'(eie).
As far as the modulus of continuity of iei6F'(eie) is concerned, it remains
only to show that the modulus of continuity of its real part depends only on
e and on the functions 5(£) and <?(£). In order to demonstrate this we first
note that, since f^V'(B)dd = 0, according to Lemma 2 there is an
1, de-

pending only on 5(0, such that

\ V'(d)\ ^M. Therefore | f(9i) - 7(02) |

g Af I 0i —021. Let e>0 be an arbitrarily

small number. Then we have

I f" {A(T2)7(0i)- A?V(02)}dr\

IJo

sin2(r/2)

I Ar(2V(0i)|Jr

I J(

r »(«/*)I A<2)
7(02) \dr
J0

sin2 (t/2)

sin2(t/2)
P*

I A? {7(0i) - 7(02)} | dr

J,(«/3)

sin2 (t/2)

2e 4:MttI 01 - 02I
g-1-■-L
g 6,
3
sin2 fM«/3))
provided that

I 0i-021 g-^-sin2

(h(e/3)).

Since
/'2*

o

dFU*)
——-dd=\

<*0

r2r

Jo

ieieF'(ei9)de = 0,

it follows from Lemma 2 that there is an N Si 1, depending only on the modulus of continuity of ieieF'(eiB), such that | ieieF'(eie) | = \F'(eiB)\ g/Y for all 0.
This completes the proof.
The following lemma generalizes Lemma 4 (a) and (b).
Lemma 5. Let F(z) = u(z)+iv(z) be regular in \z\ <1 and let v(z) assume
continuous boundary values 7(0) on the arcy: 0i g0 g02 of | z\ =1.
(a) If at 0 = 0o= (öi+ö2)/2, 7'(0) exwte arcd the integral (4.1) converges for
an a>0, then limMiF'(reie) exists.
(b) 7/ 7'(0) is continuous over all of y and if (4.1) exists at each point of a
subarc y': 6X< 9i g 0 g 02' < 02 of y and approaches zero uniformly with a on y',
then F'(z) assumes continuous boundary values on the open arc y'.
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Let T denote the closed Jordan curve formed by y and the part within
Iz| g 1 of the circle with center z = eie" and through the end points of y. T is
symmetric in the diameter of the circle |z| =1 through z = ei9°. Let z=g(f)
map the circle | f | < 1 on the interior of T in such a manner that g(l) = eiH and
that the segment —1 <f < 1 corresponds to the part within T of the diameter
of I z| =1 through eiB".Let y* be the arc of | f | = 1 to which y corresponds.
The function g(f) is also regular on the open arc y* and g'(f) is not zero there.
Part (a) of our lemma follows immediately from Lemma 4 (a) applied to
F(g(i;)). The function F(g(£)) satisfies its hypotheses: for, first

/dv(g(e«))\

= F,(0o)u,(1)|

existSj

and secondly, because of the symmetry of T mentioned above, we have, if we
set g{e**) = ß«»o+r)for sufficiently small $>0, g{e~i*) =ei<'°-T), and hence,

fW

J 0

V(80 +r)+

V(80 - r) - 2V(60)

(-)

,

, -

I F(öo + r) + F(ö0 - r) - 27(0O) | ~>
o

r2

where a is defined by g(eia)

Part (b) follows from Lemma 4 (b) applied to i7(g(r)), since in this case
dvigie**))I'd(j>= V'(6) \ g'ie*) \ is continuous on the open arc y*, and since also
the second hypothesis of Lemma 4 (b) is satisfied, as may be easily seen by

use of §3, (3).
5. Boundary

values of the wth derivative

of the mapping

function.

Let

c be a rectifiable Jordan arc with continuously turning tangent and let ®(s)
be an angle from the direction of the positive axis of reals to the tangent line,
where s denotes the arc length. We define 0(s) first at an arbitrary point of
c and then at the other points so that ®(s) varies continuously with s. If
k(n)(s) =dn®(s)/dsn
exists at s = sx we call /c(n)(si) the curvature of order n of c
at Si; k(0,(5) is understood to be 9(s). If /c(n_1,(5) exists in a neighborhood of

s = Si and if
lim

K(i-l)

(5) -

exists when s and s' (s^s') approach
an L-curvature of order n at Sj.

«'»-«(i')

Si simultaneously,

we say that c has
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Theorem III. Let R be a simply connected region. Let the boundary of R
contain a free Jordan arc c.f Suppose w=f(z) is a function which maps the

circle \z\ < 1 on R.
(a) If in a neighborhood of a point wx(s = Si) k(n-2)(s) exists and has bounded
difference quotient, if, for s = Si, kc"-1)(s) and
(5.1)

ra

dt

|«("-!»(i + <) + *M(i-/)-2/(("-S)(s)|-

J o

exist and if wi=/(l),

t2

then limr)i/(n)(r)

exists.

(b) If k(n-1)(s) exists over all of c and is continuous, and if (5.1) exists at
every point of a closed subarc c' of the open arc c and approaches zero there uniformly with a, then /(n)(z) assumes continuous boundary values on the open arc
y': 6i<d<62 corresponding to c'. Furthermore, if s(d) denotes the arc length
along c, measured from a fixed point, s(n)(0) exists on y' and is continuous.%
(c) Suppose R is the interior of a closed Jordan curve C with continuous
curvature of order (n —1). Suppose that (5.1) exists at each point of C and approaches zero with a uniformly over all of C. Let 6(£) be a modulus of continuity
of k(b-1)(s) and ?}(£) a modulus of convergence of (5.1). Furthermore, let D be a
number such that the diameter of C is gZ>. Let p>0 be the radius of a circle
with the center/(O) =wo lying entirely in R, and let d>0 denote a constant such
that r/cr^d where r is the distance between any two points of C and a is the length
of the shortest arc of C joining the two points.
Then /<n)(z) has continuous boundary values over all of \z\ =1 and s(n)(0)
exists and is continuous there. Furthermore, there is a modulus of continuity of
/<n)(ei9) and s'n)(0), A(e), which depends only on e, D, p, d, and on the functions
o(£) and r/(£), and there is an upper bound for |/Cn,(z) | and | s("'((?) | which also
depends only on D, p, d, and the functions 5(i;) and i?(£).
f That is, a Jordan arc the end points of which can be joined by another Jordan arc b lying in R
except for the end points, such that b and c form a closed Jordan curve which bounds a region belonging to R. This idea is due to C. Caratheodory; see, for example, C. Caratheodory, Conformai
Representation, Cambridge University Press, 1932, p. 86.
t Theorem III (b) contains as a special case a result which can be obtained by applying to the
logarithmic potential, and in particular to Green's function of a plane region, the method given
by O. D. Kellogg in his investigations of the derivatives at the boundary, of harmonic functions in
space (see footnote ft on p. 311, second paper). The special case which is obtained in this way is
the following (see Theorem III, p. 491, loc. cit.): Let R, c, and w=f(z) have the same meanings as
in Theorem III of our paper. If <c<n_1>(i)
exists on c and if there is a non-decreasing function D(t),

defined for l>0, for which f°(D(i)/t2)dt exists, such that

I k^-»(s + I) - (c<"-»(s)| g D{t),

t > 0,

then/<n)(z) assumes continuous boundary values on the open arc y corresponding to c.
Our proof of Theorem III (b) makes use of methods of conformai mapping and therefore admits
no obvious generalization to the case of potential functions in space.
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The following theoremf
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will be used in the proof.

Theorem III*. Let R, c, andf(z) have the same meaning as in Theorem III.
(a) If c has a continuously turning tangent and if the angle 0(s), defined
above, satisfies a Holder condition on c:

(5.2)

I 0(5) -0(5') I g K \ 5 - 5'|«, 0 <ß <1,

then, on any fixed closed subarc y' of the open arc y corresponding to c, f'{z)
and s'(9) = \f'(eiB) \ exist, are not zero, and satisfy a Holder condition with the
same exponent:

(5.3)

I s'(6)- s'(6')I g If'(eie)- f'(eie')| g H | 6 - 6' |".

(b) Suppose that R is the interior of a closed Jordan curve C, on which (5.2)
is satisfied. Then the constant H in (5.3) depends only on ß, K, and the three
constants D, p, d introduced in Theorem III (c). Furthermore, there are two numbers pi and p2, also depending only on those five constants, such that, in \z\ gl:
0<Mig|/'(z)|

gM2-

Since we shall prove Theorem

III by induction,

the following simple re-

marks will be of help to us:
If, in a neighborhood of a point Si of a Jordan arc c, /ctm-1)(s) exists and
has bounded difference quotient, then also k(-m~2)(s),K(m_3)(s),• • • , kw(s),
0(5) have bounded difference quotients there. Hence, according to §3, (la),

each integral

I «w0 + t) + k^(s -t)a

. dt
2/c<">(5)
I—

(v = 1, 2, ■■■, m - 2)

t

exists and approaches zero uniformly with a in a neighborhood of s = Si. Thus
we have
Remark 1. If the hypotheses of part (a) of Theorem III are satisfied for
the order n = m+1, then those of part (b) are satisfied for every smaller order
w = 2, 3, • • • ,m, for a certain neighborhood of s—t%.If the hypotheses of III
(b) are fulfilled for the order w = w + l, they also are fulfilled for any smaller
t Part (a) of Theorem III* is a theorem of Kellogg from the first paper mentioned in footnote ft
on p. 311 and is also proved in WR, p. 447. The statement of part (b) as to the dependence of H on
ß,K,D, p, d only, is proved in WR, pp. 451-452. This statement, as it is given in WR, says that i7 depends also on a lower bound / for the total length of C. But since we may take l=2p, the statement
about H in III* (b) is true. The assertion in III* (b) concerning the existence of constants m and m2
which depend only on ß, K, D, p, d is covered by the theorem on p. 440 (equation (10.16)) in WR
which says that mi and w depend only on D, p, d, a lower bound l,( = 2p) for the total length of C,
and the modulus of convergence S'(y) of the integrals (10.5) on p. 440 in WR. But since |a;'(s-H)

-*'(f)|

=|cos 0(i+O-cos

&(s)\S[e(i+i)-e(i)|

rSXM", \y'(s+t)~y'(s)\^K\t\f>,

seen that S'(ij) can be chosen {ß-n/K)11^and therefore depends only on ß and K.

it is easily
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order and for any subarc of c as c'. In particular, we may infer from Theorem III*, using it for ß = §, that under the hypotheses of part (a) or (b) or
(c) of Theorem III for any n >,2, we have relations of the form

(5.5)

(5.6)

0<mi*|/V)|

~|

I s'{8)- s'{8')I g If(eie) - f'(eie')| g H | 0 - 8' I1'2

holding in a neighborhood of 6 = 0 on | z | = 1 in case (a) f, on any closed subarc of the open arc y in case (b), and over all of | z | = 1 in case (c).
Furthermore,
it follows from §3, (la), and from (5.6) that

(5.7)

f |*(0+ r) + s(8 - t) - 25(0)I — g lHa1'2
Jo

(a > 0),

t2

if 6+a is inside any interval for which (5.6) is true.
Another remark will be of use in proving part (c):
Suppose the hypotheses of part (c) are satisfied for « = »re+l. Denote by

S the total length of C; evidently 2p^S^2D/d.t
rs

Since

{ 0 for v > 1,

v = 1,2,

(2x for p = 1,

there is, according to Lemma 3, a constant K, depending only on p, 2D/d, and
the modulus of continuity 6(i;) of kim)(s), such that over all of C

(5.8)

I ««(*)| £ £

(v = 1, 2, • • • ,m).

Hence, for any sx, s2,

(5.9)

I k^(si) - «<'>(*,)|g 7f I 5! - 521

(v = 1, 2, ■• • ,m - 1),

and for O^s^s^S,

(5.10)

I 9(5x) - 0(52) I g A-I 5j - 52I g k I 5j - 52|1/2,

>fe= K{2D/ d)"2.

Thus we obtain
Remark 2. If the hypotheses of Theorem III (c) are satisfied for n = m+1,
(5.8) holds, and every km(s), v = 1, 2, • • • , m—i, has a modulus of continuity
which depends only on e, 77, p,
and on the modulus of continuity 5(£) of
k("°(5). Furthermore, because of (5.9), each integral (5.4) which approaches 0
with a uniformly on C, has a modulus of convergence also depending only on
e, 77, p, d, and on the function 5(£). Because of (5.10) it follows from Theorem
f It should be noticed that (5.5) is true on a closed neighborhood of 9 = 0 under hypothesis (a)
of Theorem III* because/'(z) is continuous and different from 0 there.
t In order to prove Sg2D/d we need only apply the inequality r/a^d to two points on C distant cr=|5 from each other along C.
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III* (b) that mi, m2in (5.5) and H in (5.6) and (5.7) depend only on D, p, d,
and on 5(£).
6. Proof of Theorem III. We shall first show that if the theorem is true
for the orders n = 2, 3, • • • , m, it is also true for n = m+l. In the proof of
each of the three parts we thus assume that all three parts have been proved
for n = 2, 3, • • • , m and the hypotheses of the part in question are satisfied
for n = m-\-\.
(1) Since/'(2) is not zero in |z| <1 every branch of log/'(2) is regular
there. We choose a branch of log /'(z) and note first that our proof will
be completed if we prove, in each of the three cases, that the function
3m log /'(z)/d0m, z=rei$, satisfies the result stated in the conclusion about
/(m+1)(z). For we have, first,
dmlog/'(z)

dm log f'(z)

ddm

+ Pm(z),

dz"

where Pn(z) is a polynomial in the derivatives of log/'(z) with respect to z
of order g m —1 and in derivatives of z with respect to 0. By replacing each
expression d" log f'(z)/dz» by
d"-1-1

[7"(z)-| = «/„

dz"'-^/'(zj

iX

- 1\ <*»/"(») d»-e-i r 1 -1

ß ) dz» dz^lf{z)\'

we obtain, by use of d"z/d0" = i"z,
3"log/'(z)
-—-=

(6.1)

30m

where 72m(z) is a polynomial

t/m.

(«)"

/(^D(Z)
/'(z)

in the derivatives

+7?m(z),

of/(z)

of order

in 2 and

We supposed that the hypotheses of part (a), (b), or (c) as the case may
be are satisfied for » = »t+l. According to Remarks 1 and 2 above, we may
therefore in each of the three cases apply the corresponding part of our theorem about/"(z),/'"(z),
• • • ,f(m)(z), which is supposed to be proved, and
also the results about /'(z) stated in these remarks. Since this shows that
7?m(z) has the properties which are to be established for/(m+1)(2), it follows
from (6.1) that/Cm+1)(z)

will have these properties,

if dm log f'(z)/ddm

has

them.
In order to infer also the result of part (b) or (c) about s<m+1)(0)from this
property

of dmlog /'(z)/30m,

we first

observe

that,

if dmlog

f'(reie)/ddm

(0 <r < 1) has continuous boundary values on an arc 0i < 0 < 02of | z | = 1, also
dm log f'(eie)/d9m

exists on this arc and is equal to limr,i dm logf(rei9)/ddm.

Therefore, it follows from
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ddm

ddm
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dm~2 /s"(fl)\l

<»L«*f—*\*'(#)>
~ dd\_dd™-\s'(d))\
1
dm~2

s'(e)

de™-2 S'(9)J

that s(m+1)(0) exists on 7' or over all of |z| =1 respectively,
there. Hence, we have
dm log $'(0)

(6.2)

■-2—1Z

</0m

1 "I

1

d"-1

= jC+Dp)-[....

s'(0)

since s'(6)^0
1

cW"-1 $'(0)

from which we easily infer the result about the continuity of s<m+1>(0)in case
(b) and the modulus of continuity and the bound of s(m+1)(0) in case (c).
(2) We now prove the result concerning dm log/'(z)/d0m.
Let us first assume that the hypotheses of part (a) are satisfied for n = m+l. According
to Remark 1 above, the hypotheses of part (b) of our theorem are then also
satisfied in a neighborhood of s = Si for n = 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ , m. Hence, if we set

6*(0) = 6(s(0)), we see that
(6.3)

7(0) =-9*(0)

ddm~l

exists in a neighborhood

= k<—»(*)(5'(*))—1 H-+
of 0 = 0. Furthermore,

k(1)(4y<—"(0)

since k(m)(s) exists for 5=*!

and 5<m)(0)at 0 = 0, also
dm

v'(o) = —0*(0)

= K^(s)(s'(e))m h-+

*<*>(s)*«»>(#)

exists at 0 = 0.
The functions km(s) and sw(0), p = l,2, ■ ■ • ,m —\, have bounded difference quotients in a neighborhood of s = sx and 0 = 0 respectively. Hence 7(0)
has this property in an interval —5g0g 5 (0 < 5 g ir):

(6.4)

| F(0i) - F(02) | g k | 0i - 021 g K2*-)1'210i - 0211/2.

By using (6.1) with m replaced by
assumes continuous boundary values
Since there, for a suitable branch of
it is easily seen that the boundary

m —1, we
on |z| =1
arc/'(z),
function

see that dm_1 log/'(z)/d0m_1
in a neighborhood of z = l.
arc f'(eie) = ©*(0) —0 —ir/2,
of the imaginary part of

dm-i \og f'(z)/dd™-1 is 7(0), if m>2, and 7(0)-1,

if m = 2. According to a

theorem of Privaloff,f it follows from the fact that 7(0) satisfies a Holder
condition with the exponent f for —5g0g5, that also the real part of the
boundary function of a™-1 log/'(z)/d0m-1,
that is, dm~x log s'(6)/ddm-1, satist L Privaloff, Bulletin de la Societe Mathematique de France, vol. 44 (1916), pp. 100-103.
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fies a Holder

condition

with

the same exponent
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in any fixed interval

with 0<5'<5:
Vdm~l log s'(0)-\

rdm-1logs'(0)-\

(6.5)
For the proof of part (c) of our theorem it is important to notice that,
if V{0) satisfies the Holder condition in (6.4) over all of |z| =1, the proof of
Privaloff's theorem implies that also (6.5) is true over all of \z\ =1 and that
the constant h in (6.5) depends only on the constant k in (6.4).
From (6.5) we infer with the help of (6.2), used for m —\ instead of m,

that, in the neighborhood of 9 = 0, also
(6.6)

I s^tfj

- sC»>(02)I g g\ 0X- 02|1/2

(g constant).

Now we note that we may write (6.3) in the form
7(0) = k<—»(,)(,'(,?))—i

+ nm(0)

where nm(0) denotes a polynomial in km(s(0)),i> = 1,2, • • •, m —2, and s^tf),
v = 1, 2, • • ■, m —1. Since by Remark 1 each integral (5.4) exists at the point

s = Si, it follows from §3, (3), and (5.5) and (5.7) that also the integrals
I k^(s(0 + t)) + /c<">(s(0
- r)) - 2«W(*)I —

(v = 1,2, ■■■ ,m - 2)

t2

exist at 0 = 0 for an a>0. Furthermore,
since in a neighborhood of 0 = 0
sM(0), v = 2, 3, • • • , m —1, have bounded difference quotients and s(m)(0)
satisfies the Holder condition (6.6), it follows from §3, (1 a), (3.3), that the

integrals
, dr

sW(9 + t) + s^(0 - t) - 2s<">(0)
I—

(* - 1, 2, • • • , m — 1)

exist at 0 = 0 for an a > 0. According to §3, (2), therefore

(6.7)

f I nm(0+ t) + nm(0 - r) - 2n„(0) | —o

Jo

r

exists at 0 = 0.
Now we recall that by hypothesis

I
0

the integral

+ *) + ^"-»(s - /) - 2«("£-1>(5)

dt
t*

exists at 5 = sx. Because of (5.5) and (5.7) we may apply §3, (3), once more and
we see that also
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K(m-i)(,(ö

exists at 0 = 0 for an a>0.

+ T)) + K(—d(Ä(ö -

[September

T)) -

2k<"!-1>(5(0))I

Set Om(0) = ^m-^(s(d))(s'(d))m-1.

—

According

to §3,

(2), (3.5), therefore

(6.9)

f I Om(0
+ r) + Qm(d
- t) - 2Qm(6)
I—

•/ o

r2

exists at 0 = 0 for an a>0.

From

(6.7) and (6.9) we finally infer, with the

help of (3.4), that

(6.10)

f \V(9 + T) + V(9-r)-2V(9)\

Jo

—
r2

exists at 0 = 0.
Let us now make a few remarks concerning the proof of part (b) and (c)
of our theorem. If the hypotheses of (b) and (c) are satisfied, we see by examining part (2) of our proof above once more and by using Remarks 1 and 2:
First, that F'(0) is continuous on the open arc y or over all of |z| =1
respectively, and that in the latter case the modulus of continuity, 5*(e),
of F'(0) depends only on e, 77, p, d, and the modulus of continuity, 5(£), of
K(m)(s). Furthermore,
in this case k in (6.4), hence g in (6.6), also depend
only on 77, p, d and 5(£).
Secondly, we see that the integral (6.7) approaches zero uniformly with
a on every closed subarc of the open arc y or over all of \z\ =1 respectively,
and that in the latter case the modulus of convergence of (6.7) depends only
on the same things as 5*(e).
Thirdly, we see that (6.9) also, hence (6.10), approach zero uniformly with
a on the arc y' or over all of \z\ = 1 respectively, and that in case (c) the
modulus of convergence »?*(e) of (6.10) depends only on e, 77, p, d, and the
modulus of continuity 5(£) of nim)(s), and the modulus of convergence tj(^)

of (6.8).
Now we can complete the proof of all three parts simultaneously.
The function F(0) —dm~16/ddm-1 is the boundary function of the imaginary part of

d-nog f(z)
99—-*

7mz) = —-,

z = re1",

in a neighborhood of 0 = 0 on \z\ = 1 in case (a), on the open arc y in case (b),
and on \z\ = 1 in case (c). Since, under the hypotheses of part (a), F'(0) and
(6.10) exist at 0 = 0, the result which we wish to prove follows immediately
from Lemma 5 (a). According to the three remarks which we have just made
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concerning parts (b) and (c), these parts follow from Lemmas 5 (b) and 4 (c)
respectively.
To complete the induction we have to show now that Theorem III is true
for n —2. We obtain this proof for w = 2 immediately from the preceding
proof by setting m+l = 2, since all properties of /'(z) which are used in this
proof are based on Theorem III*. This completes the proof of Theorem III.
7. Existence of the wth derivative of the mapping function at a boundary
point. We prove the following theorem:
Theorem IV. Let R be a simply connected region. Let the boundary of R
contain a free Jordan arc c. Suppose that the arc c has an L-curvature of order
n —1 at an interior point wx(s = Si) and that
(7.1)

f |k("-2)(51
Jo

+ /) + kc-2)(51-/)-2k(«-2'(51)|

—
t2

exists for an a>0. If w=f{z) is a function which maps the circle \z\ <1 on R
in such a manner that z = 1 corresponds to wx, then /<n_1' (z) assumes continuous
boundary values on \z\ =1 in a neighborhood of z = 1 and is differentiable at

z = l.
We shall use one part of the following lemma in the proof.
Lemma 6. Let v{z) be harmonic in the circle \ z\ <1 and assume continuous
boundary values 7(0) on \ z\ =1. A necessary and sufficient condition that
d»(re'*)

lim —->
2->l

z = re1*

00

exist for unrestricted approach in \ z\ < 1 is that

7(0) - 7(0')
lim —-f—
= 7'(0)
0—0'

(7.2)

exist when <f>and <p' approach zero simultaneously.
and (7.2) are equal if one of them exists.

The limits limz,i3z)(rei*)/c)0

Proof of Lemma 6. (1) If (7.2) exists, then, for almost every a of a suitable
interval —5gag 5, 7'(a) exists and is continuous at a = 0. Furthermore,
for every a of this interval, V(a) —7(0) = f^V'(<p)d<f>, the integral being taken
in the sense of Lebesgue. From Poisson's formula

= 1 f V(a)K(r, a - <j>)da,
2?r J_T

which holds for r<\, we obtain

1 -

K(r, f) m ——-

r2

1 + r2 — 2r cos
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dv(re»)

-=

1 r *

— I

dcf>

2t«/_t

dK{r, a - 4>)

V(a)-da

27r{X-J
2tt
By integrating

dvire**)

—-=

d<f>

d<j>

fS

=-I

[September

1 f *
2ir J _»

dK(r, a - </>)

Via)-da

da

§-T

the integral f^V(a)(dK/da)dct

by parts, we thus get

1 rs

— I F'(a)/r(r, a - 0)<fo+ V(- 8)K(r, 8 + <j>)
- V(8)K(r, 8 - <f>)
2x«/_s

Since lim^<oV'(0) = F'(0) when <b—>0
over the point set on which F'(<£) is
defined, it follows by a well known procedure that lim,,idii(/,e<*)/30 exists for
unrestricted approach in |z| <1 and = F'(0).
(2) If, conversely, linwds^re**)/^,
2 = ^**, exists, then there is a S>0
such that dv/d(p is bounded in the sector { —5 g $ g 5, 0 < r < 1}. According
to Fatou's theorem, di>(re**)/d<j>therefore has radial boundary values h(<p)
for almost every <j>in — 5g0g5.
Evidently
is continuous at <p—0.
Hence, according to Lebesgue's integral theorem, we have

V(<b)- 7(0) = lim
rji

C * dv(reia)
Jo

—--da=
da

C*

I

J o

dv(reia)

lim —--da
>■?
l

3a

=

C*
Jo

h(a)da,

from which (7.2) with F'(0) =h(0) is easily inferred.
Proof of Theorem IV. According to the Theorems III* and III (b),/'(2),
f"(z), ■ ■ ■ ,/(B-1)(z) assume continuous boundary values on a certain arc y*:
— 5g0gö
of |z| =1, and according to III (a) limr,i/(B)(r) exists. If we denote, as before, by s(0) the arc length along c, then also s'(0), • • • , 5(B_1)(0)
are defined and continuous in —5 g 0 g 5.
We choose a fixed branch of log/'(z) and consider G*(z)=dn~2 log/'(z)

/Ö0"-2, |z| =

<1. With the help of (6.1), used for m = n-2,

it follows

from what we have just noted about/'(2),
• • • , /(n_1)(2), and/(B)(2) that
G*(z) assumes continuous boundary values on y* and that limr, iG*'(r) exists.

Let 9(5) denote the angle defined as in the beginning of §5. If 0*(0)
= 6(5(0)), then 3(log/V«)) = ®*(0)-0+C on 7* C being a constant which
depends on the branch of log/'(z)
F*(0) = -[6*(0)

- 0+ C

chosen by us, and therefore
= K("-2'(5)(5'(0))"-2

+ • • • + K(l'(5)5<"-2>(0)
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is the boundary function of the imaginary part of G*(z). Furthermore,
lows from our hypothesis that

it fol-

V*(0) - V*(6')
lim ——-—
= F*'(0)

e - e'

exists when 6 and 9' approach zero simultaneously.
Let r denote the closed Jordan curve formed by y* and the part within
I z I < 1 of the circle with center z = 1 through z = eiS (and e~iS). T is symmetric
in the axis of reals. Let z = g(f) be the function which maps the circle | f | <1
on the interior of T in such a manner that g(l) = 1 and that the segment
—Kf < 1 corresponds to the part of the real axis which lies in the interior of
T. The function z = g(f) is also analytic on the open arc y of |f | =1 which
corresponds to y*, and g'(f) ^0 here. G(f) = G*(g(f)) is regular in | f | < 1 and
assumes continuous boundary values on |f| =1. The boundary function of
its imaginary part on y is V{4>)= F*(arc g(ei0)). Evidently

lim(F(0)-F(0'))/(0-<A')
exists as <p and <j>' approach
Lemma 6,

exists for unrestricted

zero simultaneously.

Hence, according

to

approach in | f | < 1. Furthermore,

lim G'(p) = lim G*'(r) •lim g'(p)
pTI

rf 1

pTi

exists. Finally, we have, for 0 <p < 1:

<Z<£
= 0.

L d<t>
Jr_0
Therefore

we may apply

Theorem

II with h(£) =dG(Z)/dcp,

according

to

which
G(f) - G(0) =

c{
J o

l rf h(u)

G'{u)du = —

i J o

—- du
u

has a derivative at f = 1. Hence G*(z) has a derivative at z = 1. With the help
of (6.1), used for m = n —2, we easily infer from this that/(n_1)(z) is also dif-

ferentiable at z = 1.
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III. A convergence
8. Statement of Theorem
question is as follows:

[September

theorem

V and a preliminary

remark.

The theorem

in

Theorem V. Let Cm{m = \, 2, • ■ • ) and C be closed Jordan curves, which
are represented by the following functions, differ entiable for 0 g2 g T1:
w = Wm(t) = Um{t) + iVm(t),

w = W(t),

Wm'(t) ^ 0

(m = 1, 2, • • • );

W'(t) 7* O.t

Suppose
(1) that Wm(t)->W(t) for each tinO^t^Tas
(2) that Wm(t) has a continuous

verges uniformly in Og/gT

m-> <x>,

nth derivative Wm{n)(t), n^\,

which con-

as m—>°°,

(3) that the integrals
/i
0
C".

du
I wm'(t ± u) - wm'(t)I —
u

In—\\

if « - i,

(n—1)

(n—1)

i du

I Wl \t + u) + Wm \t - u) - 2Wm \t) I —

J o

*/ » > 1,

«2

exist and approach zero with a uniformly for all t in O^t^T

and all m = \,

2, ■■■4
Suppose, further, that there is a point w0 in the interior Rm of Cmfor every m
and in the interior R of C. Let fm{z) and f(z) map the circle \ z\ <1 on Rm or R
respectively in such a manner that fm(0) =/(0) =w0 and fm'(0) >0, /'(0) >0.
Then the functions f„\z) and fw(z) assume continuous boundary values on
|z|=l,
andfn\z)
converges uniformly in \z\ gl toward ßn)(z) as m—>=°.

Before we prove this theorem we shall discuss a few simple consequences

of the hypotheses (1) and (2) in the following
Remark. As is well known, hypothesis (2) implies that the family of
functions Wm(n)(t), m = \, 2, ■ ■ ■ , is equicontinuous§
for Og^gT
and all
tOf

course, Wm(t) and W(t) are denned for all real t, by the equations

Wm(t+T) = Wm(t),

W(t+T) = W(t).
t The difference in the nature of the two hypotheses (for «=1 and for n> 1) in (3) is due to the
difference between the types of conditions which we have obtained for existence and continuity of the
derivatives at the boundary in these cases.
As a corollary, Theorem V is true if hypotheses (2) and (3) are replaced by the condition that
there be a non-decreasing function D{t) for which f^(D(t)/t)dt converges, such that, for all I and m,

\WJ"Kt+u)-Wm^(.i)\

^D(u), u>0.

§ A family of functions <t>n(x),n = \, 2, • • • , defined for agzgi,
is said to be equicontinuous, if
for every «>0 there is a a(«)>0 such that \ cth,(x)—4>„(x')| g« if \x—x'\
uniformly for all x,

x' in a^x^b

and all n= 1, 2, • • • .
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m = l,2, ■ ■■.Since f0 Wmw(t)dt 0, f
3 that there is a constant

1,2,

it follows from Lemma

ki such that for 0 g/ g T and jw = 1, 2, • ■ ■ ,

(8.1)

\W^(t)\^h

(*= 1,2, ••■,»).

With the help of (8.1) and the hypotheses (1) and (2) we shall prove that
also W(t) has a continuous nth derivative Wln)(t) and that Wmw(t) approaches

WM(i) (v = 0, 1, 2, ■ • • , to) uniformly for Og/gT

and thus for all real t.

First we note that because of (8.1) we can choose from each subsequence
of [TFm(0]

a subsequence

[Wmt(*)]

such

2, ■ ■ ■ , « —1) exists. Let 4><n)(/) denote
which Wm(n)(t) converges. Set

#<*-»(#)- f

•7o

that

limk^xWmiM(0)

the (continuous)

$<">(t)<7t
+ c„

=cr

function

(v = l,

toward

(v = 1, 2, ■• • , n).

Then it follows from
Jo
that Wmkw{t) approaches
$M(t) uniformly
(v = 0, 1, 2, • • • , «-l)
in
Ogfgr
when&—><*>. Since by hypothesis (1) limm^xWm(t) =W(t), we have

<P<°>(0
= JF(7). Therefore W(t) has a continuous wth derivative and W^if)
approaches WM(t) uniformly (v = l,2, ■ ■ ■ , «). Since every subsequence of
[JFm(7)] contains

a subsequence

[Wmt(2)],

for which

Wmk<-v){t)always ap-

proaches uniformly the same limit function W-'^t), it follows that
sequences WmM(t) themselves approach W-'^t) uniformly, v = 0, 1, • • •
We shall need the following two corollaries of the fact that Wm'(t)
proaches W'(t) uniformly.
a. Since Wm'(t)^0 and W'(i)7*0, there is evidently a constant k0 such

(8.2)

I Wm'(t)I ^ h

(m = 1, 2, ■• • ),

b. There is a constant d>0, independent

(8.3)

the
, n.
apthat

I W'(t)I 2 k0 (O^t^T).
of m, such that

— ^d>0,
a

where r is the distance between any two points Pi and P2 on Cm(m = l, 2, • • • )
and a is the length of the shortest arc of Cm joining the two points.
To prove (8.3), we note first that we can always assign to Pi and P2

values h and t2 of the parameter t such that 11\—h\ ST/2 and Og^i, /2= 27\
According to the mean-value

theorem,

we have
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r2_ > 1 Wm(fa) ~ Wm(h) \2 _ U^Hn)

<r2=

(f'tl\Wm'(t)\dty

~

[September

+ Fm'2(r2)

\Wm'(n)\2

where n, t2, t3 are numbers between fa and fa. Since the sequence Wm'{t) is
equicontinuous for 0g/g2T,
m = l, 2, • • ■ , there is a 5>0 such that

I Wm'((') - Wn' (t") | £-

k2

8^i

for \t'-t"\

g 5,

OgC,

g 27\

where £0 and h denote the constants in (8.1) and (8.2). Hence, if | fa—fa\ g 5,

r2 ^ I Wm'(r3) |2 - 1 L7m/2(r3)
- UJ*(n) \ - | Fm'2(r3) - VJKn) |
|WV(r3)|2

£1-2--=

2*i k<?

1

—

k02 8*i

2

If |/i —/2| gö this proves (8.3). Let Pi and P2 be points for which

Ifa- faI > 5.As IWm(fa)
- Wm(fa)
I - IW(fa)
- W(fa)
I and

f\\

Wm'(t)\- I W'{t)I ]dt

approach zero uniformly for 0 g fa, fag 2 T when m—»«> and

I Wm'(t)

si kod,

(8.3) holds for all Cm for which m is sufficiently great, since (8.3) is valid if
Pi and Pi are points on C. But (8.3) is obviously true for the finite set of the
remaining Cm's.

9. Proof of Theorem V. Let
5 - <rm(t)= (' \WJ (t) \dt,

0 g * g T,

denote the arc length along Cm. It follows from the Remark above that the
functions Wmw(t) (^ = 1, 2, • • • , ri) are equicontinuous
and uniformly
bounded for all t and m —\, 2, • • • . Because of (8.2), the same is true for

Suppose first n =; 2. We have
a),
Km {S) =

,v<

Km {0-m{t))

Um'(t)Vm"(t)-Vm'(t)UJ'(t)
=-——-

Wm (t))3

By differentiating

Kll)(am(t)) v times with respect to / we easily see that
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Kmv(s) (v = 2, 3, • • • , n-\)
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is a polynomial in Umw(t), W«>(f) 0 = 1, 2,

• • • , v+1) and in \/<rm'(t). From this fact we infer first, with the help of
(8.2), that the functions /cm(n_1)(s), considered as functions of s, are equicontinuous and uniformly bounded for all s and all m = \, 2, ■ ■ • . Furthermore,
we infer from that fact and hypothesis (3), with the help of §3, (1 a), (3),

and (2) and the inequality
<Tm(t)

(9.1)

0 < k0 g-~

— CTm{t')

g *!,

t - t'

that the integrals
(n-2),

Km

(n-2).

(S +

u) +

.

„

(n-2)

Km "(S — u) — 2k„

"(s)

du
| —

u

exist and approach zero with a uniformly for all s and m = \, 2, ■ • • . Thus
there exists a common convergence modulus for all these integrals.
If w = l, let wm{s) be the parametric representation
of Cm, the arc length
s being the parameter. Let wm(s) denote dwm(s)/ds. Since
Wm'(t)
Wm(s)

=
<Jm (/)

we see that the functions wm(s) are equicontinuous for all s and all m = l, 2,
• • • . Furthermore, it follows from hypothesis (3) and (9.1) that
, du
Wm(s ± u) — Wm(s) I —
U

exists and approaches zero uniformly with a for all 5 and m = 1, 2, • ■ ■ .
Since Wm{t) converges uniformly toward W(t) as m—>°°, there is a number D>0, such that the diameter of every Cm is gZ>, and a number p >0, such
that the circle with center w0 and radius p lies entirely in every Rm{m = \,
2, • • •) and in it. Furthermore, (8.3) is true for every Cm, with d independent
of m. Therefore we may apply to every Cm Theorem III (c) if n > 1 and an
analogous theorem about the first derivative! if n = \. According to these
theorems the functions/m(n)(z) assume continuous boundary values over all
of \z\ =1, which are equicontinuous in z and m = \, 2, • ■ • and uniformly

bounded.
Therefore we may apply to the functions fmln)(eie), 0Sv^2ir,
a theorem
of Ascoli,{ according to which every subsequence of the/m(n)(ei9) contains a
t See WR, p. 440.
t See, for example, O. D. Kellogg, Foundations of Potential Theory, Berlin, Springer, 1929, p. 265.
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subsequence [/mjfc(n)(eie)
] which converges uniformly in Og0g2?r,
as k—»°o.
Hence also /mt(n)(z) approaches uniformly a continuous function F(z) in
|z| gl. According to Weierstrass's convergence theorem, F(z) is analytic in

jzj <1.
Now it follows from the fact that Wm(t) approaches W(t) uniformly, that,
in every fixed circle |z| gp<l,/m(z)
converges uniformly toward/(z),
and
therefore also that fm(n)(z) approaches /(n)(z) there. Hence, in |z| <1,
F(z) =fM(z), so that/(n)(z) has continuous boundary values on | z| =1.
Since every subsequence of the/m(n)(z) contains a uniformly convergent
subsequence approaching always the same limit function fin) (z) in |z| gl,itfollows that the sequence/m(n)(z) itself approachesf(n)(z)
uniformly in |z| gl.
Hence the theorem is true.
Columbia University,
New York, N. Y.

